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overview

The Episcopal School of Dallas, a coeducational 
Episcopal day school for students in grades Beginner 
(age three) through 12, seeks a Head of School to 
begin July 1, 2018 to lead this diverse and tight-knit 
community of students, faculty, and staff located in 
North Texas.

ESD offers students a broad-based college-preparatory 
academic program, complemented by a full array 
of artistic, athletic, and outdoor opportunities. The 
School embraces a whole-child philosophy and strives 
for a healthy balance of rigor and nurture, inspiring 
each student to maximize his or her gifts through a 
personalized, child-centered approach to teaching and 
learning. Sustained by a strong sense of community 
and an unwavering spirit that welcomes continued 
growth and challenge.

The School has attracted an outstanding faculty and 
enjoys beautiful facilities. It also benefits from the 
leadership of an engaged Board of Trustees. With 
a strategic plan in place that serves as an excellent 
roadmap for the institution, ESD is poised for a new 
Head of School who will embody and advocate for the 
mission of the School. Working closely with the Board, 
the Head will supervise all programs of the school, 
monitor the curriculum to ensure continued excellence, 
supervise or assist all other aspects of the school’s 
operations, and make strategic recommendations for 
change.

The school

The Episcopal School of Dallas (ESD) is a 
coeducational academic community founded in 1974 
by the Reverend Stephen B. Swann and a group of 
Episcopalian local leaders. ESD has grown to become 
one of the premier independent schools in Texas, 
enrolling 1,145 students. ESD was founded on the firm 
belief that every child is made in the image of God; 
its Founding Tenets of daily worship, experiences in 
community, ethical decision-making, and service to 
others are hallmarks of the ESD experience.
The student population resides in more than 73 zip 
codes across the Dallas-Ft Worth area. Approximately 
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Mission

The Episcopal School of Dallas 
prepares young men and 
women for lives of intellectual 
discovery, integrity, and 
purpose. The School develops 
the unique talent and potential 
in each student and embraces 
sound learning, discipline, and 
faith as essential elements of 
an educated conscience.
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27% of ESD’s students are Episcopalian. The student of color population has grown steadily over 
recent years and currently stands at 19%. Around 20% of students enrolled receive some form of 
financial aid, reinforcing the School’s commitment to ensuring it is an educational option for all families 
and students who understand and embrace the School’s educational philosophy and mission.

ESD’s 274 gifted, dedicated, and loyal faculty and staff are the heart and soul of the School. They 
are widely recognized for their commitment to inspiring, developing, and sustaining excellence and 
are highly experienced in balancing the rigors of a challenging college preparatory curriculum with 
a nurturing and compassionate environment. Sixty-five percent of faculty hold advanced degrees. 
The faculty body is diverse, with 25% faculty of color. With a student-teacher ratio of 7:1, each 
child receives the support and attention from the School’s outstanding faculty that is necessary for 
success. One of the most revered ESD traditions is its student-run and student enforced Honor 
Code, signed by all students, which establishes an environment of accountability and trust between 
students, teachers, and staff.

The School is accredited by the Independent School Association of the Southwest (ISAS) and 
holds memberships with ISAS, National Association of Independent Schools, National Association 
of Episcopal Schools, Southwestern Association of Episcopal Schools, Southwest Preparatory 
Conference, College Board, Multicultural Alliance, National Honor Society, National Association for 
College Admission Counseling, Texas Association for the Gifted & Talented, and National Association 
of Secondary School Principals.
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acaDemics

The Episcopal School of Dallas is an academic community where excellence is the standard. The 
curriculum teaches students to read and reason critically, think creatively, write coherently, speak 
persuasively, and work both independently and as part of a team. Students are expected to develop a 
confident grasp of the arts, the humanities, foreign languages, mathematics, science, and technology. 
This college preparatory curriculum, led by a nationally-recognized faculty, is complemented by a 
full array of artistic and athletic programs, daily chapel, experiences in the outdoors, and a myriad 
of opportunities to lead and serve others. ESD’s unparalleled balance of rigor and nurture inspires 
students to maximize their potential and live a life of purpose.

The School ensures all students are globally educated by offering opportunities for them to learn 
about the diversity, the delights, the challenges, and the experiences that the broader world provides 
them. The Global Education program encompasses four main aspects of student life at ESD: 
curriculum, programming, travel, and extracurricular activities. Global issues, geography, language, 
culture, and history are interwoven throughout classes at all grade levels. Visitors from around the 
world bring their perspectives to challenge and enrich students’ understanding of the world and their 
places in it, and a growing number of opportunities exist for students to travel globally to learn and 
to serve.

lower school

The Lower School’s comprehensive academic program is designed to foster intellectual curiosity, 
inspiring students to make connections, ask questions, think analytically and critically, and act with 
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integrity. The curriculum design is guided by the belief that active, hands-on experiences, emphasizing 
the relationships among disciplines, make learning most meaningful for young children. Learning 
experiences are organized to maintain continuity in learning and to ensure that the treatment of 
concepts grows in complexity and generality as the student develops.

The core curriculum in the elementary grades includes instruction in math, language arts, science, 
and social studies, and enrichment classes in physical education, Spanish, science lab, library, 
computer, art, and music. Technology is introduced in the pre-elementary years and becomes a 
standard of teaching and learning in the elementary years. The physical education program utilizes 
a variety of approaches to engage young children in health and wellness activities. Thematic units 
on global citizenship expose students to the increasingly interconnected and interdependent global 
community.

miDDle school

The Middle School program is designed to capture the interest and imagination of students, focusing 
on the education of the whole child. Students are encouraged to think independently, love learning, 
and act with moral and social responsibility within a life guided by faith. Teachers are passionate 
about challenging their students academically, while having high expectations for self-discipline and 
relationships. Working together with students, teachers, and the family to nourish this fundamental 
growing time for students, ESD students are well prepared to meet the requirements of Upper School.

In addition to English, math, history, and science, students in Middle School study classical and modern 
languages (choosing between Spanish or Latin in fifth and sixth grade and between Chinese, French, 
Latin, or Spanish in seventh and eighth), computer science, and religion. Daily physical education 
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classes and an arts rotation support the academic program. Interdisciplinary learning includes a 6th 
grade history trip to Washington, D.C., a seventh-grade environmental field exercise at Wolf Run, 
and an in-depth Holocaust study in eighth grade. Co-curricular programs enhance student life and 
provide leadership opportunities in a number of areas, including government, math, science, theatre, 
and community service. A cornerstone to the Middle School, ESD’s signature advisory program 
grounds and shepherds students through these sometimes difficult years of intellectual, emotional, 
and physical growth.

upper school

The academic program of the Upper School represents a four-year college preparatory curriculum 
that provides broad training in the liberal arts and sciences and stresses independent thinking, 
writing, critical reading, discipline, and creativity. The daily schedule allows time for students to meet 
with teachers outside of class. Each student is assigned a faculty advisor who provides guidance, 
counseling, and support. Advisors and students share in conversation at weekly lunch meetings and 
advisory meetings. During the lunch period, there are relaxed opportunities for conversations with 
faculty and friends. Teachers and students may schedule tutorial sessions throughout the week.

Upper School curricular and co-curricular offerings, including Honors and 31 Advanced Placement 
(AP) courses, prepare students for higher education. Coursework includes classes in English, math, 
history, science, classical and modern languages, fine arts, computer science, and health and 
wellness. Students are recognized on local and national levels for their achievements in a variety of 
programs including robotics, debate, student publications, athletics, fine arts, and more.

The College Guidance Office maintains one of the smallest student-to-counselor ratios in the city 
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which helps ESD present an individualized process tailored 
to the skills, interest, and needs of each student. Meetings 
with students and parents begin in the ninth grade, and 
span over the entire four-year Upper School experience. 
From summer application workshops to financial aid and 
scholarship presentations to college visit trips exclusively 
for ESD students, the School strives to help each student 
find his or her best college fit.

arTs, aThleTics anD wellness

ESD’s widely recognized arts program provides students 
with opportunities to pursue their interests and skills in a 
variety of performing and creative arts. Throughout the 
Lower, Middle, and Upper Schools, students learn the 
aesthetics of art and how to produce individual art pieces. 
Lower School students enjoy music, performing arts, 
drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, and crafts. The 
Susan M. Frank Center for the Arts and Humanities is a 
state-of-the-art facility in which Middle and Upper School 
students experience the joy of creating and appreciating 
artistic media in myriad ways, including metalwork and film 
studies. Students take the arts on stage through a number 
of performing arts opportunities, such as theater, strings 
ensemble, instrumental lessons, and choir. Students, ages 

college accepTances

The following is a selection of the 
458 acceptances to 136 colleges and 
universities received by the Class of 
2017:

American University
Arizona State University
Boston College
Brandeis University
Case Western Reserve University
Colgate University
College of Charleston
College of William and Mary
Dartmouth College
Denison University
Duke University
Elon University
Fordham University
James Madison University
Loyola Marymount University
Michigan State University
New York University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Pennsylvania State University
Princeton University
Rice University
Rollins College
Santa Clara University
Spelman College
Temple University
Texas A&M University
The American University of Paris
The George Washington University
The University of Texas, Dallas
Trinity University
Tufts University
Tulane University
University of California, Berkeley
University of Denver
University of Houston
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Notre Dame
University of Oxford
University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Vanderbilt University
Wake Forest University
Washington and Lee University
Washington University in St. Louis
Yale University
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Beginner through eighth grade take a class in the arts every year. In Upper School, students are 
required to take at least one year of visual or performing art. Many opt for multiple years and pursue 
art at the AP level.

The cornerstones of ESD’s signature wellness program are nutrition, strength and conditioning, 
life-skills training, and personal exercise programs. The wellness initiatives provide educational 
opportunities for students and community members alike, including an age-appropriate speaker 
series focusing on the seven dimensions of wellness: physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, 
professional, environmental, and social. ESD fields more than 70 athletic teams for grades seven 
through twelve. Approximately 90 percent of Upper School Students play on at least one athletic 
team, more than 50 percent are active on two or more teams. Over the last several years, 10 percent 
or more of each graduating class have been recruited to play sports at some of the nation’s top 
colleges and universities. A member of the Southwest Preparatory Conference (SPC), since ESD’s 
founding in 1974 the Eagles have amassed 83 championships in both SPC and state competition.

sTuDenT life

ESD’s Episcopal identity is expressed in four areas: living as a diverse and inclusive community, 
community and service learning, religious studies and daily chapel. As part of its Episcopal identity, 
ESD welcomes and celebrates students of all faiths and supports each student with their individual 
faith development. Daily chapel for all students and faculty is an enduring tradition that started on 
the very first day of school in 1974. The spiritual identity of ESD is expressed through the liturgy and 
tradition of the Episcopal Church. The School gathers together as a community every day to pray and 
offer thanks to God, and on Wednesdays, Holy Eucharist is held weekly for Middle and Upper School.
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ESD strives daily to create a safe, nurturing environment for all students, regardless of their 
background. The School’s goal is not simply to make students aware of the diversity in the world 
around or to accept it; the ESD graduate is able to appreciate all people for their unique qualities 
and backgrounds. Affinity and alliance groups at ESD provide a community for students who have 
a common identity. In alliance groups, students may speak from the “we” perspective, seeing 
themselves as supportive of but not necessarily experiencing a specific identity. At ESD, all affinity 
and alliance groups are led by trained adult members of the faculty who help support and facilitate 
discussions.

The Community Service program at ESD is designed to broaden the outlook of students and prepare 
them for a lifetime of service to others. Students are encouraged to make a difference in ways that are 
important to them and spark their interest in service learning. The program begins with the youngest 
students and culminates with members of the senior class. Fifty total hours of service are required 
for graduation. On average, more than 66 percent of students earn the President’s Volunteer Service 
Award for 100+ hours per year.

Wolf Run is the focal point of ESD’s Outdoor Education program. Located just outside of Anna, 
Texas, Wolf Run provides a 300-acre environment for experiences of community. Nature trails, a 
lake, a low ropes course, two bunk houses, a lodge, an outdoor chapel, and a working ranch create 
unique opportunities for learning and self-growth for students grades one through 12. The Outdoor 
Education department teaches students to use the world as their classroom in subjects including 
history, science, and literature. Archeological digs, class-building activities, overnight retreats, 
journaling, and biological and ecological testing are only a few of the engaging activities that provide 
students with opportunities for self-expression and discovery. 



campus

Highlights of ESD’s state-of-the-art facilities, which is located in North Dallas, include the following:

• The Gail B. and Dan W. Cook III Math-Science-Computer Building, completed in 1994, houses
science labs, math classrooms, and two computer labs, including a space created specifically for
physics experiments;

• All Saints Chapel, opened in 2002, serves to spiritually nurture students, faculty, and staff of all
religious practices;

• The Susan M. Frank Center for the Arts and Humanities, dedicated in 2005, includes studios for
music and art and features a high-tech proscenium theater, a gallery for art exhibition, a black box
theater, a ceramic studio, a scene shop, a film studies theater, and a darkroom/digital imaging
suite;

• The Stephen B. Swann Athletic and Wellness Center, opened in 2010, houses the Daryl Johnston
Family Dining Commons, a robotics laboratory, a geodesic growing dome, auxiliary offices, and
wellness and physical education facilities, including three gymnasiums, a studio for yoga and
Pilates, a wrestling room, a spin room, an indoor running track, and a fitness center; and

• The Harrison Family Tennis Center, opened in 2010, which includes six championship tennis
courts and a field house.

Dallas, Texas

Dallas is a globally conscious city with a booming economy, vibrant culture, and passionate sports 
scene. Founded in 1841, the city quickly rose to prominence as a hub for the cotton trading, banking 
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insurance, and the oil industry. Easily connected to other cities by rail and interstate highways, Dallas 
continued to grow in importance throughout the 20th century. Today, Dallas is connected to the world 
through the Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport, hub to American Airlines.

Home to the global headquarters of 12 Fortune 500 Companies, Dallas houses the third largest 
concentration of such companies in the nation and enjoys a booming economy based primarily on 
technology, financial services, telecommunications, energy, healthcare, defense, and transportation. 
Dallas is also one of 12 Federal Reserve Bank Districts and hosts one of four regional United States 
Patent and Trade Offices in the country.

A vibrant educational and intellectual city, Dallas is home to many institutions of learning such 
as Southern Methodist University, the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, and the 
University of Texas at Dallas. ESD is also fortunate to be in a city with a large and collegial independent 
school network as well as an active non-profit and philanthropic community.

Dallas is a booming cultural hub, featuring cuisine and arts that represent a range of ethnicities 
and international cultures. Dallas’ Arts District features elegant venues, designed by renowned 
architects, that promote the visual and performing arts including the Dallas Museum of Art, the 
Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center, Winspear Opera House, Wyly Theater, and the Nasher 
Sculpture Center, among others.

Fans cheer for four professional sports teams, including the Cowboys (NFL), Mavericks (NBA), 
Rangers (MLB), and Stars (NHL). Additionally, Dallas offers events in horse racing, rugby, cricket, 
and soccer.

Dallas enjoys mild winters, crisp and beautiful springs and autumns, and warm summers. The 
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cityscape is punctuated by multiple skyscrapers and handsome architecture. Iconic buildings include 
the Reunion Tower, JFK Memorial, and Dallas City Hall, designed by famed architect I.M. Pei.

opporTuniTies anD challenges

With the support of a dedicated Board and an engaged parent body and alumni, combined with a 
committed faculty and enthusiastic student body, the next Head of School will have an opportunity to 
support the future of this Episcopal, PK-12 school. ESD, a school dedicated to the development of the 
whole child, is proudly committed to a balanced educational program that includes an individualized 
academic program and strong arts and athletics, as well as outdoor education and service learning. 
The current Middle and Upper School campus includes state-of-the-art athletic and arts facilities and 
is centered on the beautiful All Saints Chapel where students meet daily. In the spring of 2018, ESD 
will break ground on a new Lower School building, beginning the process of becoming a one-campus 
school. Located in North Dallas on a spacious campus, ESD is a vibrant and welcoming school.

In addition to a strategic plan outlining the vision and mission of ESD, the Head of School (HOS) 
will have the support of the three divisional leaders: Head of Lower School, Head of Middle School, 
and Head of Upper School, as well as the support of an Assistant Head of School. The HOS will be 
embraced by a faculty dedicated to the mission of ESD and to providing a comprehensive educational 
experience for its students.

The Head of The Episcopal School of Dallas will be charged to:

• Finalize the current capital campaign to fund the building of the new Lower School;
• Continue to substantially grow the endowment;
• Foster an inclusive educational community;
• Provide visible and transparent leadership that supports school culture;
• Implement a holistic vision of ESD as one-school, on one campus;
• Further develop the recently conceived strategic plan consistent with the vision and mission of the

School;
• Support, develop, and lead the division heads in their work to provide exceptional academic

instruction;
• Oversee the daily operations of the School and advancement towards ESD’s vision for the future;
• Further develop and implement a roadmap for professional development for administrators and

teachers;
• Be an active networker in Dallas to support marketing, admissions, and fundraising;
• Continue to strengthen ESD as a nationally recognized school.

QualificaTions anD QualiTies of The posiTion

Strong candidates for this position will bring many of the qualifications and qualities listed below. In 
addition to being a visionary and inspirational leader, a strategic thinker, and a skillful manager, the 
successful candidate will have a background, characteristics, and skills that include the following:

• An ability to understand, appreciate, and effectively communicate the best of The Episcopal
School of Dallas’s culture and traditions while continuing to move the School forward in preparing
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the children for success in the 21st century;
• Fundraising and friend raising skills;
• Effective, transparent and excellent communicator (up, down, and across);
• Embodiment of the ESD’s community and faith based mission, accompanying a deep love for the 

whole child;
• A connector and a bridge-builder;
• A leader who is wise, courageous, decisive and effectively communicates a vision for ESD;
• An astute manager of change;
• Good faculty, staff, and administrator recruiter;
• A good manager and collaborative team builder, supportive of faculty and able to develop 

leadership;
• Interpersonal skills: people person, comfortable with all constituents, socially adept;
• Relational and able to inspire trust;
• Current with pedagogy, new ideas, effective use of technology;
• Visible and approachable leader with an appreciation for the committed parent body and their 

input;
• Integrity and commitment to the educational purpose of the School and a sense of empathy and 

compassion for children;
• An ability to work closely and comfortably in partnership with the Board of Trustees. 

To apply

Interested and qualified candidates should submit electronically in one email and as separate documents 
(preferably PDFs) the following materials:

• A cover letter expressing interest in the position;
• A current résumé;
• A list of five (5) professional references with name, phone number and email address of each

(references will not be contacted without the candidate’s permission) to:

Bob Windham
Senior Consultant
bob.windham@carneysandoe.com

Burke Zalosh
Senior Search Associate
burke.zalosh@carneysandoe.com


